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Excelerate Labs selects 10
promising technology startups
The companies will receive $25,000 each
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April 28, 2011 | By Melissa Harris | CHICAGO CONFIDENTIAL

It often takes Troy Henikoff and Brian Luerssen of Excelerate Labs less than a minute to toss a
pitch into the "obvious no" pile.
There was the dry-cleaner that applied to the incubator, which runs an annual boot camp for
technology startups. And the umpteenth deal-of-the-day Web site. And the college freshman who
wanted Excelerate's money and advice but intended to take a hiatus from the business once
school resumed.
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But arguments over the "maybes" have lasted until 2:30 a.m. as members of Excelerate's board
pare down hundreds of applicants. After funding 10 companies last year, nine of which are still in
operation, Chicago-based Excelerate announced its second class of 10 promising startups
Wednesday.
This summer, the companies will receive $25,000 each from Excelerate in exchange for 6 percent
ownership, and they will complete a 90-day boot camp, in which dozens of industry veterans will
groom them for expansion. At the end of the camp, Excelerate will gather investors at the House
of Blues to listen to eight-minute pitches from each company.
Last year's class has raised $7.2 million and created 65 jobs, said Henikoff, Excelerate's cofounder and chief executive. And although its alumni are not household names and have not
turned a profit for Excelerate, EduLender, a student-loan comparison and consolidation Web site,
and Tap Me, which develops technology for mobile in-video game advertising, are growing fast.
Excelerate gets its money from angel investors and two venture capital firms, The I2A Fund and
Sandbox Industries. And its selection process has all of the mystery and anxiety of applying to
college.
The process starts with three people — Luerssen, 29, Excelerate's chief operating officer, Sam
Yagan, a co-founder and the CEO of OkCupid, and an outside volunteer — reading more than
250 applications and dividing them into three piles: "Obvious no," "obvious yes" and "maybe." This
is done in four days.
"You only have time … to spend five to 10 minutes per application initially," said Henikoff, 46, who
co-founded SurePayroll. "So they have to jump out as having a great business model, a great
team and something unique."
Among the "obvious nos": Nanotechnology companies (too expensive); companies wanting to

make a product requiring Food and Drug Administration approval (takes too long); manufacturing
(ditto); daily-deal sites (too many already); products appealing to markets that are too small
(payroll management software for health care reimbursement companies); companies with one
founder (it takes a village); and founders with nothing more than an idea to show for themselves.
"We had nothing but the idea" a year ago, said Jonathan Kelley, who manages software
development for BuzzReferrals, a company that wasn't granted an interview last year but earned
one of the 10 spots this year. "We were in short told we needed to show we had some skin in the
game in order to get into the program. So we took their advice and put our minds to work writing
code for the application."
About 50 companies are invited for interviews. Those selected are told to provide more
information, such as the founders' resumes and a list of summer goals. Henikoff and Luerssen,
who conduct portions of all of the interviews, said they seek to learn three things during the
hourlong meeting.
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First, does the company have a plan to acquire customers? In the worst interviews, entrepreneurs
say they're going to use Facebook or Twitter, or buy a few ads, to generate business, Luerssen
said. Henikoff described this as the "if you build it they will come" delusion.
Second, do the founders have the skills to make this work? Luerssen said that if interviewees
respond to multiple questions with "I don't know. I've never thought about that," that's a sign the
team is too green.
And third, how stubborn are they? Luerssen said this trait is easy to identify. When he suggests a
change in strategy, a stubborn entrepreneur will become defensive.
"It is a problem because some of the most successful entrepreneurs are very, very stubborn, and
part of the reason they're successful is that they are stubborn and they've stuck to it," Henikoff said.
"But we're looking for that right balance. … You have to be open-minded enough to work with the
mentors and adapt over time."
After the interviews, the "yeses" and "maybes," about 35 companies this year, were taken into an
Excelerate board meeting, where a final night of debate ensued.
"The conversation would normally go, 'I want them to be in just on the basis of the team. They're
awesome and they're going to figure out how to jump over high buildings,'" Henikoff said. "And then
someone would say, 'Eh, they're a good team, but I think the market they're going after is too small.
I don't want them in.'"
One of the companies Excelerate rejected has already been accepted to another city's incubator.
"It is entirely possible that we were wrong, and we missed a diamond in the rough," Henikoff said.
Melissa Harris can be reached at mmharris@tribune.com or 312-222-4582.
Twitter @ChiConfidential
Excelerate's new class of 10 startups
A Space Apart, CEO Jason Goodrich: helps people communicate with local businesses.
BabbaCo, CEO Jessica Kim: offers help for parents via products and online videos.
Beyond Credentials, CEO Andy O'Dower: allows you to create a "pitch page" and post video for
recruiters.
BuzzReferrals, CEO Jordan Linville: helps businesses identify and reward customers who refer
friends.
Cookitfor.us, CEO Moshe Tamssot: connects you with someone who's willing to make a recipe.
Exchangery, CEO Chris Duesing: helps people create exchanges for unusual commodities.
FoodGenius, CEO Justin Massa: a Pandora for restaurant dishes.
MapDing, CEO Jack Eisenberg: a mobile-only, customizable version of Craigslist.
Power2Switch, CEO Seyi Fabode: helps consumers purchase cheaper electricity.
Joystickers, CEO Anthony Cerra: offers pens and removable gaming buttons for touchscreen
phones and tablets.
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